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About This Game

ZeGame is a beautiful puzzle game with complex but rewarding puzzles in three dimensions. Discover the new surroundings in
every world, each having their own unique look and feel.

Slide your blocks in the right directions in order to progress to the next level and discover new block types in every world.
Create your own levels and share them with your friends, or play levels made by the community.

Features

8 worlds and 160 levels

Stunning backgrounds for each world

A level editor

Browse levels made by the community

Achievements and cards

Steam Cloud support

Leaderboards
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2 game modes

Controller support
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i got a coupon for it and had some money in my steam wallet. tbh i didnt expect it to be pretty good but its amazing for a 1
dollar game. the controls are od but you will get used to it. 10\/10 never thought I would yell the words "WATCH OUT
YOU'RE BEING FOLLOWED BY A HORDE OF MELONS" but i guess here we are. you can brutally murder a child\/10. I
like this game. Lot of very good ideas hidden behind an average graphical dressing. I hope the media system will be developped
further. First Impression: It's a fun little zombie shooter. I'll spare you a glowing review details. As I said, it's fun, 2D type
polished graphics, blood and gore abound.... but hardly worth anything over 6-8 dollars.. Don't buy the Steam version, it doesn't
include the x64 files and doesn't run on newer OS's/ systems. Steam really shouldn't be selling this non working and incomplete
product, or is it now the norm for Steam games for one to have to spend hours searching the web for fixes and unofficial 3rd
party patches which may possibly contain malicous software.

Is that the point of buying games on Steam? I don't think so, bad form Steam.. Beautiful art.
Ingenious personality mechanic.
Titulating dialogue.
Enigmatic musical score.
Mist. Lots of fog and mist in the OP xD
Enjoyable to play.

10\/10 do reccomend :D
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i enjoyed the game but i beat the whole game in under an hour. Bad, Crashes all the time.. I have built 8 cars in this game in the
past 2 years, a great game that keep getting better.. It\'s pretty cool.. This is a solid game, especially for the price point. The
game stays interesting through increasing difficulty, unlocking of abilites and has solid graphics.

The only thing I would say could be added are small things (And likely different per person). I would love for there to be some
music when in the UI, more maps available and for the game to be brighter in general.

However, as I say, for the price of the game, it is very well done and offers a lot more than something like an app of which costs
the same amount!

I've recorded a video of me playing the game if you would like a feel of of how it plays. To view it, you can go here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/64QVCCrYGQw. you'll be brought back to the beginning if you alt+tab...meh experience though.... 1:1 copy
of https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/247730\/Nether_Resurrected\/
and I'm guessing they try to pull the same exit scam as with the last one.. yes i know i got this for free but it lags awfully! The
game looks fun and i think its a cool idea but i cant look left without my pc freezing!. I have... a lot, of DLC for this game, to
say the least, and the Bullied Class Q1 is by far my favorite.
First off, it's fairly toaster-friendly which is a huge plus on my slow as dirt laptop, and it manages to be very detailed at the same
time.
Second, if you're a huge fan of the actual Q1 as I am, this is about as picture-perfect of a model for it as you're gonna get, right
down to the visible internals between the boiler and the wheelbase. The wheel-slip is simulated well, and the scenarios that it
comes with range from sort of hard to brutally hard, so they'll keep you busy for a while. Admittedly I'm not the *world's* most
experienced virtual driver but I had trouble with them at least.

Now it's no secret that TS2015 DLC is stupidly overpriced, and I got this on sale for ten bucks and feel I got my money's worth
on it. If you really like the Class Q1 in all its utilitarian glory, I could see someone dropping twenty for it and not feeling too
ripped off, but as with just about everything in this game unless money isn't an object for you it's a better deal on sale.

That all said, if you're on the fence about this one, absolutely get it. It's a blast to quick drive and I've certainly gotten my
money's worth out of it. Easily one of the best DLC's for TS2015, and one of the few I can honestly give a 10\/10 to. There just
isn't anything not to like.. Dear Penny,

I remember when we first met. I was a plucky gamer playing games and you were a game on discount waiting to get played. It
was your pixelated graphics radiating Greek mythos, and your "ride or die" attitude that put you right on the top my wishlist. But
when I was with you, it was like you were far away, on another planet, a specter: unbeholden to gravity or friction. (Maybe that
is just you; moving in your own way to your own sweet soundtrack.) I thought the distance I felt would give me the freedom to
be me, but I constantly felt smothered by your myopic gaze. I could never tell if you were scrutinizing me or just holding me
back from seeing the big picture \u2013it was fun Penny, but this isn\u2019t love.

Burgerslave
6\/10
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